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Jim Marrs can justifiably be considered the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s leading conspiracy author, with

multimillion bestsellers like Alien Agenda, Rule by Secrecy, and the book that Oliver Stone used as

a basis for his JFK movie, Crossfire: The Plot That Killed Kennedy.Now Marrs has allied with the

webÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most popular conspiracy forum to investigate everything from chemtrails to the

NazisÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ Antarctic base, moon landing hoaxes to UFOs, God as an alien to the end of the

world in 2012.AboveTopSecret.com is the InternetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s largest and most popular discussion

board community, with more than twelve million page views per month. It is dedicated to the

intelligent exchange of ideas and debate on a wide range of Ã¢â‚¬Å“alternative topicsÃ¢â‚¬Â• such

as conspiracies, UFOs, paranormal, secret societies, political scandals, new world order, terrorism,

and dozens of related topics. AboveTopSecretÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s popular podcast is downloaded tens of

millions of times per month.Marrs brings his rigorous journalistÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s credentials to bear on

these topics and more, asking (and often answering) the essential who, what, when, where, why,

and how questions in compelling, page-turning fashion.
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Those wanting to touch base with all those questions which some of our friends may ridicule will find

a neatly packaged collection of theories in ABOVE TOP SECRET. Moreover, itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

strong enough to gift wrap for those very same friends and challenge them to provide their own

answers if they are able ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ and they will be challenged.Nearly a decade later, the

topics Jim Marrs discusses are still relevant to this day, and not just the perpetual ones regarding

Roswell, JFK and God. In 2014, this work still reflects everyday interests such as chemtrails and

natural resources; military planning and the Federal Reserve; drones and the Phoenix lights; and

the Antarctic and our Moon, to name a few.The last chapter, however, What Will Happen in 2012,

makes part of this work obviously dated but nevertheless interesting to reflect back, if not to reflect

forward with what we now know.Great read.

Jim Marrs is a pretty level-headed investigator who is willing to go after hidden truths. In this book,

however, he pretty much surveys current popular topics being discussed on the

AboveTopSecret.com website. Each chapter is about 7 pages or so, just hitting the highlights of the

topic, unlike most of Marrs' books, which dig pretty deep into a single topic. In a way, this is a

promotion for the website, where you might find other, or more current info on each topic. However,

the author is pretty good at adding in particular truths that he personally has dug up on several of

the topics, and that adds noticeably to the value of the book. He has researched some of the topics

extensively, and so he is in a good position to give an overview. Being a recent book helps, since

some of the topics (e.g. UFO stuff) have much more data available now than in the '90's, for

example. In all, solid coverage of quite a few important topics to get you started if you did not know

about some of these (and I did not, for example). For those out there who realize that American

mainstream media are thoroughly controlled, and that the US government is very secretive about

certain topics, this gives an overview of some important issues. I personally prefer to be informed,

rather than bamboozled.

Above Top Secret by Jim MarrsGlobalization is a big conception not only for trade but the power

involved including the International Debt. The World Trade Centre is about keeping relationships

with other countries - lending out money through the IMF (International Monetary Fund). It could be

that there is a plan to give the aliens in God an enlightenment through higher consciousness each



one of us looks for praise and affection. Man does not live by bread alone but by the spirit of life

itself.There is a fine line drawn between a bank with no valuable money and seeing UFO's over

Phoenix, Arizona.Mitylene Kuc

Happy with purchase.

I am a skeptic, especially on what the mass media gives us such huge doses each day. I usually

take the stance that whatever I am fed I believe the opposite. Jim Marrs gives much more plausible

explanations backed up with lots of facts. Also he lets you know if it is just a theory and can be

proved. Can't go wrong with his books if you are a seeker of truth.

Excellent reviews of a vast assortment of subjects that make you think. Question what is out there,

think critically and listen to all info.

Great book

Great for its time however allot of new information has come to light which will make this a

dissappointing read.
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